
 
	

 

FIREFLY’S FINAL FRONTIER: 
Whedon’s Western Wayfarers 

 
 
“It’s nice to know there’s some places left in the ‘verse where old 
fashion values still mean a thing.” - Captain Malcolm Reynolds 
(“Heart of Gold” 1.13) 

 
No one’s said it better than Captain Jean Luc Piccard in the opening monologue of Star Trek: 
The Next Generation, “Space: the final frontier.”  However, no one’s shown it better than Joss 
Whedon’s Firefly.  Perhaps hearing that iconic Star Trek line is what sparked the brilliant 
meshing of an old frontier with a new, futuristic one, for Whedon certainly did “boldly go where 
no one [had] gone before.”  With only one episode of Firefly not only are you swept into a 
futuristic world filled with spaceships and other stereotypical visuals associated with sci-fi, but 
you are also transported back through the years to the times of the American Frontier in all its 
grit and glory … for better or worse. 
 

“I’m never satisfied with one genre.  I never want to do one thing 
for two hours.  The movies I make are bits of genre mashed up.”  
- Joss Whedon (Serenity: The Official Visual Companion, 24) 
 

As a filmmaker I have always been told from mentors and colleagues, “Try to make it 
fresh.”  This is always difficult, and it’s an ongoing reality for every writer in any medium.  
When you hear movie-goers talking about the film they’ve just witnessed, they either liked it or 
not, and almost always these viewers’ reactions is an “I didn’t see that coming!” versus the “That 
was so predictable!”  More often than not, it is the latter.  What most may not understand is that 
original ideas are very few and far between.  Literally.  “There are only a few different storylines, 
and after that you just mix and match until you find something interesting, something no one else 
has done,” my Ohio University script writing professor once advised. 

Just in looking at the cover art of the DVDs, one is transported to a ‘verse never before 
imagined.  The desert rolls upward in a mist of sand that gravitates toward open space with--
presumably--“Earth-That-Was” and the show’s signature Firefly-class spaceship floating onward.  
Firefly, a TV show based five hundred years in the future where “core planets” give the science 
fiction elements and the border planets are simple way stations reminiscent of the old fashion 
western culture, has become an underdog success in its ability to effectively tell a story that 
justifies the use of Old West imagery and language.   

 
“I trucked out to the border, learned to say ‘ain’t,’ and came to find 
work.” - Nandi (“Heart of Gold” 1.13) 
 

Because the show uses the “rebuilding of civilization from a disaster of war” as its backdrop, “it 
is common to see the forbidding landscapes that lend themselves to the Western genre … and the 
lack of support for further development of the outlying planets resulted in [these] unwelcoming 
… environments” (Wilcox and Cochran, 90).  For those that watched the show during its short-



 
	

lived run on the Fox network in 2002, they were introduced to Firefly with “The Train Job” (1.2), 
its opening scene showcasing a pub in which three of the nine main characters are swept into a 
bar fight … and subsequently tossed out a holographic window.  However, perhaps a greater 
portion of the Firefly fan base was garnered from its DVD audience, which is how I came to 
know Firefly.   

From minute one of the pilot “Serenity” (1.1) it affectively surpasses the cry for 
originality, combining unlikely genres (in the Whedon-fashion) in taking science fiction and the 
western and combining those with the oriental.  Of all the genres, however, it is interesting to see 
why Whedon chose to use western themes, ideologies, and stereotypes.  According to Whedon it 
was his “basic intention that the western and sci-fi belong together.  Not as a western with big 
hats and the Sons of Pioneers singing a theme song” --all of which is actually expressed within 
the show at some point-- “but more the sense that any frontier story is going to have that western 
element of the … brutal, strange, glorious, new world” (Eagan).  Therefore, what better way to 
show space and science fiction as a frontier than to liken it to the Old West?  Horses, cowboy 
hats, shoot-outs, saloons, brothels, wagons, “ain’ts,” and even cattle as cargo on one occasion 
(“Safe” 1.5): all typical visuals that an audience understands as and relates to the western.  
Whether we consciously recognize the relationship that these elements make of an “old frontier” 
to a “space frontier” is irrelevant; by the time the opening titles commence we are force-fed an 
understanding of this connection.  A voice embodying that classic country twang, accompanied 
by a guitar, sings: 

 
“Take my love, take my land / Take me where I cannot stand / I 
don’t care, I’m still free / You can’t take the sky from me / Take 
me out to the black / Tell them I ain’t coming back / Burn the land 
and boil the sea / You can’t take the sky from me” - (Firefly series) 

 
The lyrics to this song illustrate the use of how (while ever embracing western traditions, echoed 
in the voice and melody themselves) the characters are breaking free of an old frontier (“…out to 
the black … ain’t coming back…”) in favor of a new, exciting frontier amongst the stars, here 
referred to as the sky which cannot be “burned” or “boiled” away by any man. 

In order to write effective sci-fi, my professor and several scriptwriting books have taught 
me one thing: make it relatable.  Space is one of those mysterious unknowns, so the use of 
incorporating the Old West imposes a sense of familiarity onto an audience.  An audience has no 
idea what a laser blast might feel like, so even though it’s okay to blast baddies (or your 
protagonist) with a laser once in a while, having your main character burn his hand on a 
presumably hot engine or let him take a few punches in a bar fight, an audience can cringe at that 
pain.  Adding the western element does this for Firefly’s science fiction; it adds a layer with 
which most everyone (with a focus on Americans) should be familiar since it is a part of our past 
and culture. 

In looking at how Whedon employs the western, we can see that perhaps it is just more a 
façade of the West, utilizing more of what simply symbolizes the frontier.  One of the more 
enticing and alluring things about the frontier is how we re-imagine it; what we want to think it 
was like, how we romanticize it and build upon it.  For Whedon, he invokes all the necessary 
elements, from the visual framework to the score provided by Edmonson, in order to encapsulate 
the cinematic stereotypes.  This mixture also lends its hand to enhance Whedon’s intended 
themes, for in the romanticized land of the frontier “Firefly captures the moral ambiguity in a 



 
	

world where … no one is a simple villain and no one is a simple hero” (Wilcox and Cochran, 
100).  Yet, for other critics, this mixture was a failure from the beginning, saying that “mixing 
the Wild West with Star Wars [was] one of the most dangerous high-concept ideas in years” and 
that “Firefly feels like a forced hodgepodge of two alarmingly opposite genres just for the sake 
of being different” (Goodman).  According to the viewer ratings, Goodman’s argument is 
justifiable, the show having averaged a very low 4.7 million viewers (Haberman). 

However, it appears that Goodman, and critics like him--including those at Fox during 
the time of the show’s cancellation--didn’t get Star Trek’s iconic memo about “the final frontier,” 
for in using the western, Whedon can effectively build characters that are much more flawed and 
flavorful.  One of those key characters is the captain himself, Malcolm Reynolds.  His first line 
of dialogue ever spoken to the audiences of 2002 epitomizes the show and his character in one 
short sentence: “I live on the edge” (“The Train Job”).  The line may be spoken in jest over a 
game of Chinese Checkers, but to audiences, this is everything that Mal Reynolds is, a man that 
lives on the fringes of space.  The way Reynolds dresses, the way he walks and talks, his morals 
and ethics, down to his gun, which “captures both the antique romance of the Old West and the 
extravagant flair of golden-age science fiction” are all identifiers of a western hero (Firefly: The 
Official Companion 1:78).  The only stereotypical image missing from Reynolds’s appearance 
would be a cowboy hat, which can be found in abundance elsewhere as part of other folks’ 
appearances.  Reynolds is a character that reminds us of those famous western heroes embodied 
in characters like those of John Wayne, serving as a sort of mix that takes the best of Wayne’s 
ethical code and the brash and humorous mischievousness of a classic sci-fi character like Han 
Solo (Wilcox and Cochran, 86).   

 
“I did a job. I got nothing but trouble since I did it, not to mention 
more than a few unkind words as regards to my character.”  
- Captain Malcolm Reynolds (“Serenity” 1.1) 
 

I agree with Richardson and Rabb when they insist that “all of Mal’s major decisions are 
in fact the decisions of a tragic hero in that he is constantly forced to choose the lesser of two 
evils” (140).  Yet, whatever the situation, Reynolds is always seen to do the morally right thing.  
Whether it be settling his deal with Patience in “Serenity” (1.1), returning medicine he’s just 
stolen from townsfolk (“The Train Job”), or refusing to wound or kill in the way his enemies 
have (“Out of Gas” 1.8 and “Heart of Gold”), Malcolm Reynolds, though proclaiming to be a 
“mean old man” (“Serenity”), is a hero to be admired.  He is also a very chivalric character, 
namely in the episode “Shindig,” wherein, by defending Inara’s honor, he unwittingly forced 
himself into an old-fashioned duel to the death.  Reynolds, therefore, sets a standard for not only 
what an audience expects of him as a character but also bestowing them with the expectation that 
fun, gun slinging, smuggling in barren landscapes or bars will be the norm of the show.  When 
the more scientific episodes like “Ariel” (1.9) come along, which takes place within a high-tech 
hospital, some of the characters--like Reynolds--seem a little out of their element, but that harsh 
division is very much around what “Ariel” is based. 

Perhaps the most western episodes of the series are “Shindig” (1.4), “Jaynestown” (1.7), 
and “Heart of Gold,” but the episode that seems to most effectively capture the true balance 
between what is science fiction and what is western is “Heart of Gold.”  This episode is the 
epitome of what the entire show is trying to communicate: the perfect blend of sci-fi and western.  
Jayne’s character is the first to point out the obvious difference when he says on approach to the 



 
	

brothel, “That’s the whorehouse?  How’s come it looks like a frozen dinner pack?”  Indeed in the 
opening shot of the episode, we are introduced to a brothel with an exterior completely 
comprised of solar paneling.  The next shots display the villain coming in with a spread of horses 
on the horizon, quickly followed up by a futuristic hover craft.  In this episode we can just about 
everything from both sides of the fence, and it is always the characters that are the key to 
mending and maintaining both sides of those frontiers.   

If it were not for the characters that can go between singing folk songs like “The Hero of 
Canton” in “Jaynestown” to stealing a high-tech laser gun in “Trash” (1.11), then audiences 
would be less apt to believe in their universe.  Because the characters themselves believe so 
strongly in their world, audiences can then tap into that universe as being more of a real place.  
The character of Wash shows us that even they do not consider the ‘verse in which they live to 
be that of a fantasy realm.  To these characters--these people--their society is that new frontier. 

 
Wash:  “Psychic though? That sounds like something out of 

science fiction.”  
Zoe: “You live on a space ship, dear.”  
Wash: “So?” 

(“Objects in Space”) 
 

Blending science fiction with western?  Firefly definitely accomplished that seamlessly, making 
us wonder why no one thought of it before. 
 
 

--STEPHONIKA W. KAYE 
November, 18, 2010 
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